InVest: 51 – Be a Solar System Scientist
Jesus’ disciple Thomas Didymus portrayed the power of understanding-illumination that
manifests primarily via the five senses and the analytical, reasoning quality of the conscious
mind. Of the 12 disciples, he was the “scientist” who would not believe until he had physical
evidence and verification of the claims of Jesus’ resurrection.
On March 28, 1962, Thomas Didymus channeled the following via Nada-Yolanda of Mark-Age
(see the text MAPP to Aquarius: Mark Age Period and Program, pp.96-97): “Your mind power is
the key to all inventions and ideas presented on a material scale. Nothing can exist that does
not exist already within you as a full-blown image creation of the spiritual Father-Mother God.
Therefore what is on the outer in the Earth plane is somewhere, somehow related to the inner of
you. It is your duty and obligation to learn to relate the inner experience with the outer
manifestation and to employ the outer only until the inner can be relied upon.”
On April 25, 1962, John Mark conveyed the following through Nada-Yolanda (pages 97-98 in
MAPP): “Thomas Didymus, in his rightful place in this present program, charges up and heads
the New Age scientific equipment, along with other such directors through the solar system.
Much of the experimental functions of the science department are carried out by Serapis Bey on
the planet Mars, where there are gathered some of the finest inventors of the Earth plane
dimensional graduational school. . . . You have at this present time the greatest scientists in this
solar system, and other solar systems, working to advance rapidly man’s good aspects for good
action, for positive results in the evolution of the race on this planet.”
Link now with Thomas Didymus and his associates. Do so by envisioning yourself as a solar
system scientist on Earth. Affirm the core spiritually scientific principle that every outer, physical
phenomenon is a manifestation of an inner, cosmic, universal principle. As above, so below. As
within, so without.
Most physically-based scientists on Earth see things backwards. They claim that all that can be
measured and analyzed is physical, third dimensional reality, as perceived by the five physical
senses and physical instruments, and then analyzed by the conscious mind. Yet, the physical is
only the outpicturing of a higher, inner reality that can be seen with one’s higher senses. The
third dimension is a lower vibration of the fourth dimension. The physical dimension comes and
goes, whereas the spiritual dimension is truly real, eternal, and of a higher light.
Affirm: I am a solar system scientist. In addition to my five physical senses, I see with the
cosmic light of illumination. All exists in the Divine Mind of God. I see this. I know that as above,
so below; as within, so without. I create as the Creator expresses through me, bringing into
manifestation that which already exists as a full-blown image creation.
I commune with Thomas Didymus and other solar system scientists of higher dimensions, as
well as solar system scientists incarnated on Earth. Together, our Christ-centered illumination
enlightens humanity and stimulates all scientists on Earth, who in time will aid the transmutation
from the third to the fourth dimension. So be it.
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